With the prevalence of multimedia content on the Web, developing recommender solutions that can effectively leverage the rich signal in multimedia data is in urgent need. Owing to the success of deep neural networks in representation learning, recent advances on multimedia recommendation has largely focused on exploring deep learning methods to improve the recommendation accuracy. To date, however, there has been little effort to investigate the robustness of multimedia representation and its impact on the performance of multimedia recommendation. In this paper, we shed light on the robustness of multimedia recommender system. Using the state-of-the-art recommendation framework and deep image features, we demonstrate that the overall system is not robust, such that a small (but purposeful) perturbation on the input image will severely decrease the recommendation accuracy. This implies the possible weakness of multimedia recommender system in predicting user preference, and more importantly, the potential of improvement by enhancing its robustness. To this end, we propose a novel solution named Adversarial Multimedia Recommendation (AMR), which can lead to a more robust multimedia recommender model by using adversarial learning. The idea is to train the model to defend an adversary, which adds perturbations to the target image with the purpose of decreasing the model's accuracy. We conduct experiments on two representative multimedia recommendation tasks, namely, image recommendation and visually-aware product recommendation. Extensive results verify the positive effect of adversarial learning and demonstrate the effectiveness of our AMR method. Source codes are available in https://github.com/duxy-me/AMR.
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Index Terms-Multimedia recommendation, adversarial learning, personalized ranking, collaborative filtering Ç 1 INTRODUCTION R ECOMMENDER system plays a central role in user-centric online services, such as E-commerce, media-sharing, and social networking sites. By providing personalized content suggestions to users, recommender system not only can alleviate the information overload issue and improve user experience, but also can increase the profit for content providers through increasing the traffic. Thus many research efforts have been devoted to advance recommendation technologies, which have become an attractive topic of research in both academia and industry in the recent decade [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . On the other hand, multimedia data becomes prevalent on the current Web. For example, products are usually associated with images to attract customers in E-commerce sites [6] , and users usually post images or micro-videos to interact with their friends in social media sites [7] , [8] . Such multimedia content contains rich visually-relevant signal that can reveal user preference [9] , providing opportunities to improve recommender systems that are typically based on collaborative filtering on user behavior data only [10] , [11] .
Early multimedia recommendation works have largely employed annotated tags [12] , [13] or low-level representations [14] such as color-based features and texture features like SFIT, to capture the semantics of multimedia content. Owing to the success of deep neural networks (DNNs) in learning representations [15] , recent advance on multimedia recommendation has shifted to integrating deep multimedia features into recommender model [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . For example, in image-based recommendation, a typical paradigm is to project the CNN features of image into the same latent space as that of users [18] , [21] , or simultaneously learn image representation and recommender model [22] .
Although the use of DNNs to learn multimedia representation leads to better recommendation performance than manually crafted features, we argue that a possible downside is that the overall system becomes less robust. As have shown in several previous works [23] , [24] , [25] , many stateof-the-art DNNs are vulnerable to adversarial attacks. Taking the image classification task as an example, by applying small but intentionally perturbations to well-trained images from the dataset, these DNN models output wrong labels for the images with high confidence. This implies that the image representations learned by DNNs are not robust, which further, may negatively affect downstream applications based on the learned representations. Fig. 1 shows an illustrative example on how the lack of robustness affects the recommendation results. We first trained the Visual Bayesian Personalized Ranking (VBPR) method [21] on a Pinterest dataset; VBPR is a state-of-theart visually-aware recommendation method, and we used the ResNet-50 [15] to extract image features for it. We then sampled a user u, showing her interacted image in the testing set (i.e., the top-left image with sign "+") and three noninteracted images (i.e., the bottom-left three images with sign "-"). From the prediction scores of VBPR (i.e., the numbers beside images), we can see that, originally, VBPR successfully ranks the positive image higher than other negative images for the user. However, after applying adversarial perturbations to these images, even though the perturbation scale is very small ( ¼ 0:007) s.t.human can hardly perceive the change on the perturbed images, VBPR outputs very different prediction scores and fails to rank the positive image higher than other negative images. This example demonstrates that adversarial perturbations for DNNs would have a profound impact on the downstream recommender model, making the model less robust and weak in generalizing to unseen predictions.
In this paper, we enhance the robustness of multimedia recommender system and thus its generalization performance by performing adversarial learning [26] . With VBPR as the main recommender model, we introduce an adversary which adds perturbations on multimedia content with the aim of maximizing the VBPR loss function. We term our method as Adversarial Multimedia Recommendation (AMR), which can be interpreted as playing a minimax game-the perturbations are learned towards maximizing the VBPR loss, whereas the model parameters are learned towards minimizing both the VPBR loss and the adversary's loss. Through this way, we can enhance model robustness to adversarial perturbations on the multimedia content, such that the perturbations have a smaller impact on the model's prediction. To verify our proposal, we conduct experiments on two public datasets, namely, the Pinterest image data [18] and Amazon product data [21] . Empirical results demonstrate the positive effect of adversarial learning and the effectiveness of our AMR method for multimedia recommendation.
We summarize the main contributions of this work as follows.
1) This is the first work to emphasize the vulnerability issue of state-of-the-art multimedia recommender systems due to the use of DNNs for feature learning. 2) A novel method is proposed to train a more robust and effective recommender model by using the recent developments on adversarial learning. 3) Extensive experiments are conducted on two representative multimedia recommendation tasks of personalized image recommendation and visually-aware product recommendation to verify our method. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first provide some preliminaries in Section 2, and then elaborate our proposed method in Section 3. We present experimental results in Section 4 and review related literature in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper and discuss future directions in Section 6.
PRELIMINARIES
This section provides some technical background to multimedia recommendation. We first recapitulate the Latent Factor Model (LFM), which is the most widely used recommender model in literature [27] . We then introduce the Visual Bayesian Personalized Ranking [21] , which is a stateof-the-art method for multimedia recommendation, and we use it as AMR's building block.
Latent Factor Model
The key of recommendation is to estimate the preference of a user on an item. The paradigm of LFM is to describe a user (and an item) as a vector of latent factors, a.k.a. latent vector; then the preference score is estimated as the inner product of the user latent vector and item latent vector. Formally, let u denote a user, i denote an item, andŷ ui denote the estimated preference score of u on i. Then the predictive model of LFM can be abstracted aŝ
where f U denotes the function that projects a user to the latent space, i.e., f U ðuÞ denotes the latent vector for user u; similar semantics apply to f I , the notation of item side. For a LFM, the design of function f U and f I plays a crucial role on its performance, whereas the design is also subjected to the availability of the features to describe a user and an item. In the simplest case, when only the ID information is available, a common choice is to directly associate a user (and an item) with a vector, i.e., f U ðuÞ ¼ p u and f I ðiÞ ¼ q i , where p u 2 R K and q i 2 R K are also called as the embedding vector for user u and item i, respectively, and K denotes the embedding size. This instantiation is known as Fig. 1 . An example on how small perturbations on images would have a profound impact on the recommendation results. We sampled a user, one interacted image (in red "+") and three non-interacted images (in blue "-") by the user. The number besides each image is the ranking score generated by VBPR [21] before (left) and after (right) perturbations. By adding small perturbations with the scale of ¼ 0:007, the positive image is ranked much lower than before, even though the difference of perturbed images can be hardly perceived by human. Here, the perturbations are generated by the fast gradient sign method [24] .
the matrix factorization (MF) model [27] , a simple yet effective model for the collaborative filtering task.
Targeting at multimedia recommendation, f I is typically designed to incorporate content-based features, so as to leverage the visual signal of multimedia item. For example, Geng et al. [18] defines it as f I ðiÞ ¼ Ec i , where c i 2 R 4096 denotes the deep image features extracted by AlexNet [28] , and E 2 R KÂ4096 transforms the image features to the latent space of LFM. A side benefit of such content-based modeling is that the item cold-start issue can be alleviated, since for out-ofsample items, we can still obtain a rather reliable latent vector from its content features. Besides this straightforward way to incorporate multimedia content, other more complicated operations have also been developed. For example, the Attentive Collaborative Filtering (ACF) model [16] uses an attention network to discriminate the importance of different components of a multimedia item, such as the regions in an image and frames of a video.
Owing to the strong generalization ability of LFM in predicting unseen user-item interactions, LFM is recognized as the most effective model for personalized recommendation [16] . As such, we build our adversarial recommendation method upon LFM, more specifically VBPR-an instantiation of LFM for multimedia recommendation. Next, we describe the VBPR method.
Visual Bayesian Personalized Ranking
It is arguable that a user would not buy a new clothing product from Amazon without seeing it in person, so the visual appearance of items plays an important role in user preference prediction. VBPR is designed to incorporate such visual signal into the learning of user preference from implicit feedback [21] . To be specific, its predictive model is formulated aŝ
where the first term p T u q i is same as MF to model the collaborative filtering effect, and the second term h T u ðEc i Þ models user preference based on the item's image. Specifically, p u 2 R K (q i 2 R K ) denotes the ID embedding for user u (item i), h u 2 R K is u's embedding in the image latent space, c i 2 R D denotes the visual feature vector for item i (which is extracted by AlexNet), and E 2 R KÂD converts the visual feature vector to latent space. The K is a hyper-parameter and the D is 4096 if using AlexNet. We can interpret this model as a LFM by defining f U ðuÞ ¼ ½p u ; h u and f I ðiÞ ¼ ½q i ; Ec i , where ½Á; Á denotes vector concatenation. Note that in Equation (2), we have only included the key terms on the interaction prediction in VBPR and omitted other bias terms for clarity.
To estimate model parameters, VBPR optimizes the BPR pairwise ranking loss [10] to tailor the model for implicit interaction data such as purchases and clicks. The assumption is that interacted user-item pairs should be scored higher than the non-interacted pairs by the model. To implement this assumption, for each observed interaction ðu; iÞ, BPR maximizes the margin between it and its unobserved counterparts. The objective function to minimize is
where sðÁÞ is the sigmoid function, b controls the strength of L 2 regularization on model parameters to prevent overfitting. The set D ¼ fðu; i; jÞju 2 U; i 2 I þ u ; j 2 I n I þ u g denotes all pairwise training instances, where U, I , and I þ u denote all users, items, and the interacted items of user u. To handle the sheer number of pairwise training instances, Rendle et al. [10] advocate the use of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for optimization, which is much less costly and converges faster than batch gradient descent.
Vulnerability of VBPR
Despite a sound solution for multimedia recommendation, we argue that VBPR is not robust in predicting user preference. As demonstrated in Fig. 1 , even small pixel-level perturbations on image candidates can yield large changes on the ranking of the candidates, which is out of expectation. Note that an image i is converted to feature vector c i by DNN and the predictive model uses c i to predict user preference on the image (i.e., the h T u ðEc i Þ term). As such, it implies that two possibilities for the vulnerability of VBPR: 1) the small pixel-level changes result in large change on c i , which subsequently leads to large change on the prediction value, and 2) the small pixel-level changes result in small changes on c i , but even small fluctuations on c i can significantly change the prediction value.
It is worth noting that both possibilities could be valid (e.g., exist for different instances) and can be supported by existing works. For example, Goodfellow et al. [24] show that many DNN models are not robust to pixel-level perturbations (which provides evidence for the first possibility), and He et al. [29] show that the MF model is not robust to purposeful perturbations on user and item embeddings (which provides evidence for the second possibility). Regardless of which exact reason, it points to the weak generalization ability of the overall multimedia recommender system-if we imagine the prediction function as a curve in high-dimensional space, we can deduce that the curve is not smooth and has big fluctuations at many points. We believe that the vulnerability issue also exists for other deep feature-based multimedia recommendation methods, if no special action is taken to address the issue in the method. In this work, we address this universal issue in multimedia recommender systems by performing adversarial learning, which to our knowledge has not been explored before.
ADVERSARIAL MULTIMEDIA RECOMMENDATION
This section elaborates our proposed method. We first present the predictive model, followed by the adversarial loss function, optimizing which can lead to a more robust recommender model. Lastly, we present the optimization algorithm.
Predictive Model
Note that the focus of this work is to train robust models for multimedia recommendation, rather than developing new predictive models. As such, we simply apply the model of VBPR and make slight adjustments on it
where p u 2 R K , q i 2 R K , E 2 R KÂD and c i 2 R D have the same meaning as that in Equation (2). The difference of this visually-aware recommender model with VBPR is that it associates each user with one embedding vector p u only, while in VBPR each user has two embedding vectors p u and h u . This simplification is just to ensure a fair comparison with the conventional MF model when the embedding size K is set as a same number (i.e., making the models have the same representation ability). Moreover, we have experimented with both ways of user embedding, and did not observe significant difference between them.
Objective Function
Several recent efforts have shown that adversarial training can improve the robustness of machine learning models [24] , [29] , [30] . Inspired by their success, we develop adversarial training method to improve multimedia recommender model. The basic ideas are two-fold: 1) constructing an adversary that degrades model performance by adding perturbations on model inputs (and/or parameters), and meanwhile 2) training the model to perform well under the affect of adversary. In what follows, we describe the two ingredients of AMR's training objective function, namely, how to construct the adversary and how to learn model parameters.
1. Adversary Construction. The goal of the constructed adversary is to decrease the model's performance as much as possible. Typically, additive perturbations are applied to either model inputs [24] or parameters [29] . To address the vulnerability issue illustrated in Fig. 1 , an intuitive solution is to apply perturbations to model inputs, i.e., the raw pixels of the image, since the unexpected change on ranking result is caused by the perturbations on image pixels. Through this way, training the model to be robust to adversarial perturbations can increase the robustness of both the DNN (that extracts image deep features) and LFM (that predicts user preference). However, this solution is difficult to implement due to two practical reasons:
First, it requires the whole system to be end-to-end trainable; in other words, the DNN for image feature extraction needs to be updated during the training of recommender model. Since user-item interaction data is sparse by nature and the DNN usually has many parameters, it may easily lead to overfitting issue if we train the DNN simutaneously.
Second, it leads to a much higher learning complexity. Given a training instance ðu; iÞ, the recommender model part only needs to update two embedding vectors (p u and q i ) and the feature transformation matrix E, whereas the DNN model needs to update the whole deep network, for which the parameters are several magnitudes larger. Moreover, to update the perturbations, we need to back-propagate the gradient through the DNN, which is also very time-consuming.
To avoid the difficulties in applying pixel-level perturbations, we instead propose to apply perturbations to the image's deep feature vector, i.e., c i . To be specific, the perturbed model is formulated as:
where D i denotes the perturbations added on deep image feature vector by the adversary. Fig. 2 illustrates the perturbed model. This way of adding perturbations has two implications: 1) the DNN model can only serve as an image feature extractor, which is neither updated nor involved in the adversary construction process, making the learning algorithm more efficient, and 2) adversarial training can't improve the quality of deep image representation c i , but it can improve the image's representation in MF's latent space (that is Ec i , since E is updated by adversarial training towards the aim of being robust). We now consider how to find optimal perturbations that lead to the largest influence on the model, which are also known as the worst-case perturbations [24] . Since the model is trained to minimize the BPR loss (see Equation (3)), a natural idea is to set an opposite goal for the perturbationsmaximizing the BPR loss. Let D ¼ ½D i 2 R jI jÂD , which denotes the perturbations for all images and the ith column is D i . We obtain optimal perturbations by maximizing the BPR loss on training data
where jjD i jj ; for i ¼ 1; . . . ; jI j;
where jj Á jj denotes the L 2 norm, and is a hyper-parameter that controls the magnitude of perturbations. The constraint of jjD i jj is to avoid a trivial solution that increases the BPR loss by simply increasing the scale of D i . Note that compared with the orignal BPR loss, we remove the L 2 regularizer on model parameters in this perturbed BPR loss, since the construction of D is based on the current values of model parameters, which are irrelevant to D and thus can be safely removed.
2. Model Optimization. To make the model less sensitive to the adversarial perturbations, in addition to minimize the original BPR loss, we also minimize the adversary's objective function. Let Q be the model parameters, which includes p u for all users, q i for all items, and transformation matrix E. We define the optimization objective for the model as where is a hyper-parameter to control the impact of the adversary on the model optimization. When is set to 0, the adversary has no impact on training and the method degrades to VBPR. In this formulation, the adversary's loss L 0 BPR can be seen as regularizing [31] the model to make it be more robust, thus it is also called as adversarial regularizer in literature [29] .
To unify the two processes, we formulate it as a minimax objective function. The optimization of model parameters Q is the minimizing player, and the construction of perturbations D is the maximizing player
Compared to VBPR, our AMR has two more hyper-parameters to be specified-and . Both hyper-parameters are crucial to recommendation performance and need to be carefully tuned. Particularly, too large values will make the model robust to adversarial perturbations but at the risk of destroying the training process, while too small values will limit the impact of the adversary and make no improvements on the model robustness and generalization.
Besides the minimax objective function, we can achieve similar effect of improving model robustness by employing random perturbations. That is, optimizing the model to make it perform well under stochastic noises on parameters. However, this way is less effective than our maximizing player, as we empirically show in Fig. 4 . Moreover, another option is to optimize only the adversarial regularizer L 0 BPR . This manner may result in poor testing performance, as the model used for testing is the clean one without perturbations. Our minimax formulation can be understood as a way of data augmentation, which optimizes the model on both raw data and perturbed data simultaneously. In the next section, we discuss how to optimize the minimax objective function. 
Algorithm 1. SGD Learning Algorithm for AMR
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Learning Algorithm
Due to the large number of pairwise training instances in BPR loss, batch gradient descent could be very time consuming and slow to converge [10] . As such, we prioritize the SGD learning algorithm. Algorithm 1 illustrates our devised SGD learning algorithm for AMR. The subproblem to consider in SGD is that given a stochastic training instance ðu; i; jÞ, how to optimize parameters related to this instance only (line 4-9):
-For adversary construction (line 4-5), the objective function (maximized) regarding to this instance is l 0 uij ¼ À ln sðŷ 0 ui Àŷ 0 uj Þ; where jjD i jj ; jjD j jj : (9) By maximizing the objective function, we obtain the worst-case perturbations D i and D j , which can make the largest change on the BPR loss on the single instance ðu; i; jÞ.
-For model parameter learning (line 6-9), the objective function (to be minimized) regarding to this instance is l uij ¼ À ln sðŷ ui Àŷ uj Þ À ln sðŷ 0 ui Àŷ 0 uj Þ þ bðjjp u jj 2 þ jjq i jj 2 þ jjEjj 2 Þ:
By minimizing the objective function, we obtain the model parameters p u ; q i ; E, which can the model resistant to the adversarial perturbations on the instance ðu; i; jÞ. In the next, we elaborate how to perform the two optimization procedures for a stochastic instance ðu; i; jÞ.
1. Learning Adversarial Perturbations. This step obtains perturbed vectors that are relevant to model updates for the instance ðu; i; jÞ, that is D i and D j . Due to the non-linearity of the objective function l 0 uij and the -constraint in optimization, it is difficult to get the exact solution. As such, we borrow the idea from the fast gradient sign method [24] , approximating the objective function by linearizing it around D i and D j ; and then, we solve the constrained optimization problem on this approximated linear function. According to Taylor series, the linear function is the firstorder Taylor expansion, for which the line's slope is the first-order derivative of the objective function on the variables. It is clear that to maximize a linear function, the optimal solution is to move the variables towards the direction of their gradients. Taking the -constraint into account, we can obtain the solution for adversarial perturbations as
Note that when a mini-batch of examples are sampled, l 0 uij should be defined as the sum of loss over the examples in the mini-batch, since the target item i may also appear in other examples. Here we have omitted the details for the derivation, because modern machine learning toolkits like TensorFlow and PyTorch provide the auto-differential functionality. Moreover, we have also tried the fast gradient sign method as proposed in [24] , which only keeps the sign of the derivation, i.e., D i ¼ signðG i Þ. However, we find it is less effective than our solution on recommendation tasks. 2. Learning Model Parameters. This step updates model parameters by minimizing Equation (10). Since the perturbations D are fixed in this step, it becomes a conventional minimization problem and can be approached with gradient descent. Specifically, we perform a gradient step for each involved parameter
where u ¼ fp u ; q i ; q j ; Eg. h denotes the learning rate, which can be parameter-dependent if adaptive SGD methods are used, and we use the Adagrad [32] in our experiments. For convergence, one can either check the decrease of L BPR after a training epoch (defined as iterating jI þ j number of examples where jI þ j denotes the number of observed interactions in the dataset), or monitor the recommendation performance based on a holdout validation set. Lastly, it is worth mentioning that the pre-training step (line 1 of Algorithm 1) is critical and indispensable for AMR. This is because that only when the model has achieved reasonable performance, the model's generalization can be improved by enhancing its robustness with perturbations; otherwise, normal training process is sufficient to lead to better parameters and adversarial training will negatively slow down the convergence.
Time Complexity Analysis
We analyze the time complexity our AMR, with VBPR as a contrast. Since AMR and VBPR employ the same prediction model (the difference is in the training loss), they have the same time complexity in model prediction.
In order to better express the time complexity during training, let O f be the time complexity of forward propagation forŷ ui , O b be that of backward propagation, and O u be that of updating parameters. To compute the perturbations, there is an extra cost O adv to obtain the gradients on the content feature. According to the definitions, VBPR costs two O f , two O b and one O u because of the pair-wised loss. That 
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct experiments with the aim of answering the following questions:
RQ1 Can our proposed AMR outperform the stateof-the-art multimedia recommendation methods?
RQ2 How is the effect of the adversarial training and can it improve the generalization and robustness of the model?
RQ3 How do the key hyper-parameters and affect the performance?
We first describe the experimental settings, followed by results answering the above research questions.
Experimental Settings

Data Descriptions
We conduct experiments on two real-world datasets: Pinterest [18] and Amazon [21] . On both datasets, 1) each item is associated with one image; and 2) the user-item interaction matrix is highly sparse. Table 1 summarizes the statistics of the two datasets.
Pinterest. The Pinterest data is used for evaluating the image recommendation task. Since the original data is extremely large (over one million users and ten million images), we sample a small subset of the data to verify our method. Specifically, we randomly select ten thousand users, and then discard users with less than two interactions and items without interactions.
Amazon. The Amazon data is constructed by [33] for visually-aware product recommendation. We use the women category for evaluation. Similar to Pinterest, we first discard users with less than five interactions. We then remove items that have no interactions and correlated images.
Evaluation Protocol
Following the prominent work in recommendation [10] , [11] , we employ the standard leave-one-out protocol. Specifically, for each user we randomly select one interaction for testing, and utilize the remaining data for training. After splitting, we find that about 52.6 and 45.9 percent items in the testing set on Pinterest and Amazon respectively are cold-start (i.e., out-of-sample) items. This poses challenges to traditional collaborative filtering methods and highlights the necessity of doing content-based filtering. During training, these cold-start items are not involved (note that they can not be used as negative samples to avoid information leak); during testing, we initialize the ID embedding of cold-start items as a zero vector, using only their image features to get the item embedding.
Since it is time-consuming to rank all items for every user during evaluation, we follow the common approach [11] , [34] to sample 999 items that are not interacted with the user, and then rank the testing item among the 999 items. To evaluate the performance of top-N recommendation, we truncate the ranking list of the 1,000 items at position N, measuring its quality with the Hit Ratio (HR) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). To be specific, HR@N measures whether the testing item occurs in the top-N list-1 for yes and 0 for no; NDCG@N measures the position of the testing item in the top-N list, the higher the better. The default setting of N is 10 without special mention. We report the average scores of all users and perform one-sample paired t-test to judge the statistical significance when necessary. 
Baselines
We compare AMR with the following methods.
POP is a non-personalized method that ranks items by their popularity, measured by the number of interactions in the training data. It benchmarks the performance of personalized recommendation.
MF-eALS [35] is a CF method that trains the MF model with a weighted regression loss, where different missing entries are assigned to different weights (i.e., confidence to be true negatives). It eschews negative sampling by assigning a uniform target of 0 on all missing entries, which allows fast optimization on MF.
MF-BPR [10] is a CF method that trains the MF model with BPR pairwise ranking loss. Since MF is learned solely based on user-item interactions, it serves as a benchmark for models with visual signals.
DUIF [18] is a variant of LFM. It replaces the item embedding in MF by the projecting the deep image feature into the latent space. For a fair comparison with other methods, we also optimize DUIF with the BPR loss. We have tested DUIF by both training it from scratch and pre-training it with user embeddings of MF, and report the best results.
VBPR [21] is an extension of MF-BPR, which is tailored for visually-aware recommendation. The detailed description can be found in Section 2.2.1. For model initialization, we find that using the ID embeddings learned by MF leads to better performance, so we report this specific setting.
Our AMR method is implemented using Tensorflow, which is available at: https://github.com/duxy-me/AMR. For visually-aware methods (DUIF, VBPR and AMR), we use the same ResNet-50 [15] model 1 as the deep image feature extractor to make the comparison fair. Moreover, all models are optimized using mini-batch Adagrad with a mini-batch size of 512, and other hyper-parameters have been fairly tuned as follows.
Hyper-Parameters Settings
To explore the hyper-parameter space for all methods, we randomly holdout a training interaction for each user as the validation set. We fix the embedding size to 64 and tune other hyper-parameters as follows. First, for baseline models MF-BPR, DUIF, and VBPR, we tune the learning rate in ½0:005; 0:01; 0:05; 0:1 and the L 2 regularizer in ½0; 10 À6 ; 10 À4 ; 10 À2 ; 1. After obtaining the optimal values of learning rate and L 2 regularizer for VBPR, we use them for our method and then tune the adversary-related hyper-parameters: and . Specifically, we first fix ¼ 1, tuning in ½10 À2 ; 10 À1 ; 1; 10. Then, with the best , we tune in ½10 À2 ; 10 À1 ; 1; 10. Note that if the optimal value was found in the boundary, we further extend the boundary to explore the optimal setting. We report the best results for all methods.
Performance Comparison (RQ1)
Here we compare the performance of our AMR with baselines. We explore the top-N recommendation where N 2 f5; 10; 20g. The results are listed in Table 2 . Inspecting the results from top to bottom, we have the following observations.
First, on both datasets, personalized models (i.e., MF-eALS, MF-BPR, VBPR and AMR) largely outperform the non-personalized method POP. Particularly, the largest improvements can achieve 280 percent on Pinterest as indicated by the RI column. This demonstrates the positive effect of doing personalization.
Second, among the personalized methods, VBPR outperforms MF-eALS, MF-BPR and DUIF in most cases. The improvements of VBPR over MF-BPR confirm that traditional CF models can be significantly enhanced by adding rich multimedia features. Meanwhile, we notice that DUIF shows much worse results than MF-BPR and MF-eALS even it has used the same visual features as VBPR. Considering the fact that DUIF leverages the multimedia features only to represent an item, we speculate that CF features (i.e., ID embeddings) are more important than pure multimedia features in personalized recommendation.
Third, AMR consistently outperforms all baselines in terms of all metrics on both datasets. One advantage is that AMR is built on VBPR which performs better than BPR in general. More importantly, by introducing the adversarial examples in the training phase, AMR can learn better model parameters than the non-adversarial VBPR. Moreover, we test the performances on cold items, i.e., testing items that are not occurred in the training set. In this case, only image features are used to obtain the item embedding vector. In Pinterest, the HR@10/NDCG@10 improvement over VBPR is 74/101 percent; in contrast, on non-cold items, the HR@10/NDCG@10 improvement is 6.2/ 2.2 percent. This justifies the positive effect of our AMR on learning better image representations, thus leads to better multimedia recommendation performance, particularly for cold items are heavily relied on the image representations. Finally, focusing on Amazon, we find that the improvements of MF-BPR over POP, VBPR over MF-BPR, and AMR over VBPR, are smaller than that on the Pinterest data. The reasons lie in several aspects. First, the relatively strong performance of POP indicates that popular products on Amazon are more likely to be purchased by users; by contrast, the click behaviors on Pinterest images do not exhibit such pattern. Second, the small improvements of VBPR over MF-BPR reveal that adding multimedia content features have only minor benefits when the CF effect is strong (evidenced by richer user-item interactions, see Table 1 for more details). That may explain why multimedia information is typically regarded as an auxiliary but not dominant feature in recommender system domain. Therefore, the result that AMR has smaller improvements over VBPR is acceptable, since on the Amazon data, the recommendation quality is not dominant by visual features and thus modeling them only have minor effects. Despite this, by using adversarial training, our AMR can still improve over VBPR significantly, as evidenced by the t-test. This demonstrates the usefulness of adversarial training in improving the overall generalization of the model.
Effect of Adversarial Training (RQ2)
In this section, we analyze the effect of adversarial training from two aspects: generalization and robustness.
Generalization
We show the training process of VBPR and AMR in Fig. 3 , where the y-axis denotes the testing performance evaluated per 50 epochs. We also show the performance of pretrained MF as a benchmark, since VBPR and AMR are initialized from MF parameters. Specifically, we first train VBPR until convergence (about 2,000 epochs). Then we proceed to train AMR by initializing its parameters with the parameters learned by VBPR. As a comparison, we use the same parameters to initialize a new VBPR model and continue training it. As can be seen, by performing adversarial training based on VBPR parameters, we can gradually improve the performance to a large extent. By contrast, when performing normal training on VBPR, the performance is not improved, or even decreased due to overfitting (see results on Amazon). To be specific, on the Pinterest dataset, the best NDCG and HR of VBPR are 0.116 and 0.183 respectively, which are further improved to 0.123 and 0.203 by training with AMR. These results verify the highly positive effect of adversarial learning in AMR, which leads to better parameters that can improve model generalization.
Robustness
We now recap the motivating example about model robustness in Fig. 1 . To have a quantitative sense on the model robustness, we add adversarial perturbations to the original image and measure performance drop; smaller drop ratio means stronger robustness.
We first demonstrate the impact of perturbations on VBPR. Fig. 4 exhibits the performances. The horizontal dashed line indicates the performance of unperturbed VBPR. The random perturbation (VBPR-rand) would decrease the performance by a small ratio. In contrast, our proposed adversarial perturbation (VBPR-grad) introduced in Equation (8) leads to a terrible impact on VBPR. Thus AMR addresses adversarial perturbation for the robust model. Another interesting observation is that the drop caused by the perturbation are exponential-like increased. The perturbation with ¼ 0:01 is inconspicuous, while the perturbation with ¼ 0:5 causes a fatal drop. That is a reference for setting in AMR. Table 3 shows the relative performance drop of VBPR and AMR with different settings of (which controls the perturbation scale). We can see that across settings AMR has a much smaller performance drop than VBPR. For example, on Amazon, when sets to 0.05, VBPR decreases We first train VBPR for 2,000 epochs (which is initialized from MF parameters for better performance). We then continue training AMR for another 2,000 epochs (with continue training VBPR as a comparison). for 8.7 percent whereas AMR decreases for 1.4 percent, which is about 6 times smaller. These results provide important empirical evidence on the robustness of AMR, which is less vulnerable to adversarial examples than VBPR. Moreover, larger perturbations, denoted by the increasing , impact both models more severely. The perturbation with ¼ 0:2 almost damage VBPR model since the performance drop of VBPR on Amazon is more than 67.7 percent. The drop of AMR is about 1=3 of that of VBPR. These comparisons reveal the robustness of our proposed model AMR.
We further explore the changes when applying the perturbations with ¼ 0:1. We record the subtraction of the sample ranks without and with perturbations. The positive values indicate the bad impact. 0 means there are no changes. Fig. 5 records the distribution of the subtractions. There are three major observations: 1) Most of the perturbations lead to worse performance, while a few lead to better performance. This is caused by the disorder of the predictions. 2) On both Pinterest and Amazon, the large impact of AMR is fewer than that of VBPR, and the mean and the variance of the drops of AMR are less than those of VBPR. Specifically, on Amazon, most of the samples do not have any changes so that AMR would give a stable recommending results. These situations verify the robustness of AMR. 3) There are a large ratio of changes larger than 500 in Pinterest while the ratios is much smaller in Amazon. That demonstrates that larger dataset may be relatively stable facing the perturbations.
Hyper-Parameter Exploration (RQ3)
In this final section, we examine the impact of hyperparameters of adversarial learning, i.e., and , which control the scale of perturbation and the weight of adversary, respectively. In exploring the change of one hyper-parameter, all other hyper-parameters are fixed to the same (roughly optimal) value. Fig. 6 illustrates the performance change with respect to . We can see that the optimal results are obtained when ¼ 0:1 and ¼ 1 on Pinterest and Amazon, respectively. When is smaller than 1, increasing it leads to gradual improvements. This implies the utility of adversarial training when the perturbations are within a controllable scale. However, when is larger than the optimal point, the performance of AMR drops rapidly, which reveals that too large perturbations will destroy the training process. Fig. 7 shows the results of varying . We can see that similar trends can be observedwhen is smaller than a threshold, increasing it will improve the performance, and further increasing it beyond the threshold will decrease the performance significantly. Moreover, the threshold (i.e., optimal ) is different for the two datasets-1 for Pinterest and 0.1 for Amazon, which indicates that the optimal setting of is data-independent and should be separately tuned for a dataset.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review related work on multimedia recommendation and adversarial learning.
Multimedia Recommendation
In recommender system research, two lines of contributions are most significant to date: 1) pure Collaborative Filtering (CF) techniques such as matrix factorization [27] and its variants [11] , and 2) content-or context-aware methods that rely on more complex models such as feature-based embeddings [2] and deep learning [36] , [37] . While multimedia recommendation falls into the second category of content-based recommendations, it is more challenging yet popular, due to massive and abundant multimedia (e.g., visual, acoustic and semantic) features in real-world information systems [19] , [38] , [39] .
To effectively leverage rich multimedia features, a variety of multimedia recommendation techniques have been proposed. For example, it is intuitive to integrate high-level visual features that are extracted from DNNs into traditional CF models. A typical method is VBPR [21] that extends the dot product-based embedding function in BPR [10] into visual feature-based predictors. While simple, VBPR demonstrates considerable improvements in recommendation quality due to the proper use of multimedia features. Similarly, DUIF [18] builds item embedding by converting from the CNN feature of the image. Following the two works, Liu et al. [40] takes the categories and styles annotated by CNNs as item features. Moreover, Lei et al. [22] and Kang et al. [38] do not directly use the features extracted in advance, but instead construct an end-to-end model by CNNs. At a finer granularity, Chen et al. [41] and ACF [16] crop images into several parts, and then integrate the features from each part with an attention mechanism, which has been an import technique in recommendation [42] , [43] . Several other features have been exploited, such as acoustic [44] , [45] , aesthetic [6] , relation-based [46] and locationaware features [47] , [48] .
The key idea of AMR is to increase the model robustness by making it less vulnerable to worst-case perturbations in input features. While the idea is originated from the two ICLR papers [23] , [24] , we are the first to implement the idea on multimedia recommender models and verify its effectiveness. Specifically, the two original ICLR papers worked on the classification task (which optimized the point-wise cross-entropy loss), whereas our work AMR addresses the ranking task (which optimized the pair-wise loss). Thus, for multimedia recommendation methods that optimize pair-wise ranking loss, such as the ACF [16] , our method can be directly applied; for methods that optimize pointwise loss, such as the Personalized Key-frame Recommendation [16] and Deep Content-based Music Recommendation [19] , we just need to adapt the loss in model optimization (Equation (7)), whereas the learning procedure remains unchanged.
Adversarial Learning
Another relevant line of research is adversarial learning [49] , which aims to find malicious examples to attack a machine learning method and then addresses the vulnerabilities of the method. Recent efforts have been intensively focused on DNNs owing to their extraordinary abilities in learning complex predictive functions. For example, Szegedy et al. [23] finds that several state-of-the-art DNNs consistently mis-classify adversarial images, which are formed by adding small perturbations that maximize the model's prediction error. While the authors speculated that the reason is caused by the extreme nonlinearity of DNNs, later findings by Goodfellow et al. [24] showed that the reason is oppositethe vulnerability stems from the linearity of DNNs. They then proposed the fast gradient sign method that can efficiently generate adversarial examples with the linear assumption. Later on, the idea has been extended to several NLP tasks such as text classification [30] . Besides adding perturbations to input, other attempts have been made on the embedding layer [30] and dropout [50] .
In the domain of recommendation, there are very few efforts exploring the vulnerability of recommender models. Some previous work [51] enhance the robustness of a recommender system by making it resistant to profile injection attacks, which try to insert fake user profiles to change the behavior of collaborative filtering algorithms. This line of research is orthogonal to this work, since we consider improving the robustness of recommender system from a different perspective of multimedia content. The work that is most relevant with ours is [29] , which proposes a general adversarial learning framework for personalized ranking (aka., adversarial personalized ranking, short for APR). The key differences of AMR with APR are 1) APR is a general recommender framework focusing on the fundamental CF structure while AMR is a model focusing on multimedia recommendation with rich visual features, and 2) APR applies the perturbations on embeddings to increase the robustness of latent representations while AMR applies the perturbations on image features to increase the model tolerance for noisy inputs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that explores adversarial learning in multimedia recommendation, opening a new door of improving the robustness and generalization of multimedia recommender systems.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we first showed that VBPR, a state-of-the-art image-aware recommendation method, is vulnerable to adversarial perturbations on images. The evidence is that by changing the images with very small perturbations that are imperceptible by human, we observed significant drop in recommendation accuracy. To address the lack of robustness issue of DNN-based multimedia recommender systems, we presented a new recommendation solution named AMR. By simultaneously training the model and the adversary that attacks the model with purposeful perturbations, AMR obtains better parameters, which not only make the model more robust but also more effective. Extensive results on two real-world datasets demonstrate the utility of adversarial learning and the strength of our method.
In essence, AMR is a generic solution not limited to the model explored in this paper, but can serve as a general blueprint for improving any content-based recommender models. In future, we plan to extend the AMR methodology to more models, such as the attention-based neural recommender models [16] which might be more effective than LFM. Moreover, we will incorporate more contexts for multimedia recommendation, such as time, location, and user personality. Lastly, we are interested in building interactive recommender systems by unifying the recent advances in dialog agents with recommendation technologies. Xiaoyu Du received the BS degree in computer science and technology, in 2008, and the ME degree in computer software and theory in 2011, both from Beijing Normal University, Beijing, He is working toward the PhD degree at the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu. He is currently a lecturer with the School of Software Engineering of Chengdu University of Information Technology, Chengdu, and a visiting scholar with the NeXT++ of National University of Singapore. His research interests include information retrieval, computer vision, and machine learning.
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